Evaluation of conventional semen parameters, intracellular reactive oxygen species, DNA fragmentation and dysfunction of mitochondrial membrane potential after semen preparation techniques: a flow cytometric study.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the conventional sperm parameters, level of intracellular reactive oxygen species (ROS), DNA fragmentation (DF) and dysfunction of mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP) after semen preparation techniques with flow cytometry. Semen samples were obtained from 28 men with normal semen analysis according to WHO (world health organization). Each was divided into three equal parts for processing with routine techniques: conventional swim up (CSW), direct swim up (DSW) and density gradient centrifugation (DGC). The conventional sperm parameters were evaluated with computer-assisted sperm analyzer (CASA) and the level of intracellular ROS, dysfunction of MMP and DF were determined with flow cytometry procedure. Conventional sperm parameters such as motility, progressive motility and normal morphology increased after sperm processing by CSW and DGC compared to DSW. A significant increase in intracellular H₂O₂ (p < 0.05) was demonstrated in the CSW versus DSW technique, while processed sperm by the DSW procedure showed a significant increase in the percentage of dysfunction of MMP and intracellular O₂(•-) (p < 0.05) when compared with CSW and DGC techniques. Additionally, a high mean of DF (p < 0.05) was observed in the DGC technique as compared to CSW. Data from flow cytometry study demonstrated that intracellular H₂O₂ and DF increased after CSW and DGC processing techniques, respectively, whereas the level of intracellular O₂(•-) and dysfunction of MMP only increased after the DSW processing technique.